Character Actors of the 1930s

I grew up in the 1950’s watching all these great actors. Not accidentally, I’ve shown Wallace Berry first, here. From that era, he was always my favorite, usually playing the role of the lovable rogue.

I was also a big fan of Boris Karloff since I was really into horror films. Leo Cabrillo I actually remember more from his role as the sidekick in The Cisco Kid TV series. Lewis Stone was the idea father in the Andy Hardy films. I’ll always remember Charles Laughton from Mutiny On The Bounty, The Hunchback of Notre Dame and The Private Life of Henry VIII.

Victor Moore was in Ziegfeld Follies (1946) and The Seven Year Itch (1955) among many others. And so it goes...

All gone today, but their films endure, and they still live on in the memories of many of us.